
CANADA

QUEBEC CITY EXPERIENCE (TOUR CODE: 12365)

STARTS AND ENDS

in Québec

TRAVEL PERIODS

01 May 24 - 31 Oct 24

EXPERIENCE TRAVEL STYLE

Independent Holiday Packages

Discover the charm, history, and allure of Quebec City over four unforgettable days with this captivating city experience.

Highlights

As the beating heart of Francophone society in Canada, Québec City represents the incredible melding of history, art and culture while also

celebrating the global influences of the 21st century – a must-see destination for any international traveler!  The fortified city of Old Québec tells

the story of Canada’s earliest days, complementing the many restaurants that delight diners with menus fusing local, First Nations and

international cuisine in ways before never imagined. The city sits astride magnificent natural wonders, including the towering precipice of

Montmorency Falls, and the surrounding pastoral landscapes dotted with magnificent cathedrals. Whether a short trip to get a taste of

Quebecois life, or as part of a longer stay with additional nights, transfers or excursions, this package is the perfect addition to any Canadian

holiday.

VIEW PACKAGE

Cultural

City Stays

An excursion along the picturesque coast of Beaupré•

Visit the historic towering white spires of the Basilica of Sainte-Anne de-Beaupré, the Montmorency Falls, and the pastoral peace

of Île d’Orléans

•

Visit the iconic cobblestone square of Place Royale•

Learn about the vibrant history of Québec City in a complete, comprehensive tour experience•

See the magnificent colonial buildings of the Walled City•

Québec City

https://www.entiretravel.com.au
https://www.entiretravel.com.au/Canada/Quebec-City-Experience
https://www.entiretravel.com.au/experiences/cultural
https://www.entiretravel.com.au/experiences/City-Stays


INCLUSIONS

ITINERARY

Québec City

After arriving in Quebec, transfer independently to your hotel for a three-night stay. As a very walkable city with a variety of

restaurants and shoppes all in close proximity, the rest of the day is yours to explore the local area around your hotel.

 

Overnight in Québec City at Fairmont Le  Château Frontenac.

Québec City

Today the vibrant history of Quebec City is combined with the stunning natural landscapes just outside the city in a

complete, comprehensive tour experience. Beginning with an in-depth tour of Old Quebec including the pivotal battlefield of

the Plains of Abraham, carry on see the magnificent colonial buildings of the Walled City, the glorious grandeur of the

Fairmont Château Frontenac and the iconic cobblestone square of Place Royale. Afterwards, embark on an excursion along

the picturesque coast of Beaupré, en route to the towering white spires of the Basilica of Sainte-Anne de-Beaupré. Included

is also a visit to spectacular Montmorency Falls and the pastoral peace of Île d’Orléans.

3 nights in Québec City at Fairmont Le Château Frontenac•

Full-day tour of Québec City, Sainte-Anne de-Beaupré, Montmorency Falls & Île d’Orléans•
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Overnight in Québec City at Fairmont Le  Château Frontenac.

Québec City

Today is a time of independent exploration of the city and the surrounding area. A day on the expansive trails of Parc

National de la Jacques-Cartier, or some a visit to walk above the rushing waters of Canyon Ste Anne is an unforgettable

experience for the entire family. In the evening, visitors indulge themselves at one of the many excellent restaurants of the

city. As a centre for gastronomic excellence and innovation, experience the perfect melting of French, British and Indigenous

influences to create truly unique and delicious offers. Perhaps dive into the hearty French-Canadian and boreal menus,

using local ingredients culled from the province’s expansive agricultural lands.

Overnight in Québec City at Fairmont Le  Château Frontenac.

Québec City

Today is your day of departure. Enjoy a final morning in Quebec City before transferring independently to the airport.

MONTMORENCY FALLS | CREDIT: ELIAS BURRILL
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ACCOMMODATION

Fairmont Le Chateau Frontenac

Quebec City

Overlooking the St. Lawrence River, this grand, castle-like hotel is a 3-minute walk from Cathedral-Basilica of Notre-Dame de Québec and 8

minutes’ walk from boutiques in Quartier Petit Champlain. Breakfast is served in a cafe with river views. There’s an upscale restaurant, a wine

bar, and a bistro. Other amenities include a spa, and a fitness center with an indoor pool.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

OFFICIAL LANGUAGE

French & English

LOCAL CURRENCY

Canadian Dollars

Excluded

International airfares and taxes•

Domestic airfares and taxes, unless otherwise specified in our holiday package•

Visa expenses, processing and issuance fees•

Meals other than as specified in our holiday package•

Travel Insurance or expenses of a personal nature (mini-bar, phone call, laundry, etc.)•

Tips or gratuities to guides, drivers, porters, hotel, restaurant or boat staff, etc. •

Or any other travel expense that has not been included in our holiday package•


